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Skill: U12
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Keith Mccready, Kingston, United States of America

9v9 - Passing and receiving - move the ball to protect it

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
 
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
 
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Set Up- 
20x20 Grid-Half the group on the inside, half on the edge
 
Players on inside have ball. Once completed 1 pass, they dribble to
find another player on the outside to repeat the cycle, continue this
and work hard for 1 minute then swap the 2 groups over. inside
players now outside, outside players in.
1 - Dribble and find player on outside of grid, make pass, change body
angle and receive the ball back and attack a new space. (wall pass)
2 - Dribble and find player on outside of grid, make pass, receiver on
outside of area, holds onto ball while passer overlaps (run around the
back of the receiver) to then receive ball back with a pass in front of
them. Same players work for approx 1 minute then swap role
3 - Find player on edge of grid, make pass - Player receives side on
and explode away, good first touch into space in grid
 
Player on outside with ball (not shown in diagram) - 
4 - Players on outside hold ball in hand, as inside player approaches they under arm throw the ball into the player they use their chest to
cushion the ball, get it onto the ground and pass it back to the thrower. Make sure it is under control before passed back. When using
chest, relax the body in order to cushion the ball. Being tense will only have the ball bounce away.
 - Next rotation have the players use the thigh to control the ball. Again being relaxed and cushioning the ball rather than allowing it to
bounce of the leg with a thrust towards the ball. Allow the ball to come to the thigh and then to the ground.
 
Coaching Points
Quick bursts, high intensity, high tempo & reps
do not allow any goofing off/slow pace
Solid passing - Strong pass - weight of pass
Good Technique - do not get lazy or technique will suffer

Give and Go

Inside half of a 30 yard (big steps) by 30 yard area - all players have a
ball, apart from the 2 defenders.
Objective is to keep as many balls in the game as possible (away from
the 2 defenders) with passing, moving and communication.
 
Defenders try to win the ball off of the possessors, if they do so they
need to put the balls out of bounds. 
If your ball is won by a defender and put in the goal you now have to
help your team mates keep the ball(s) from the 2 defenders. To do this,
they become passing options for their team mates. If a player passes
the ball to an open team mate, the passer does not stand still, they
move and help another player with the ball who is under pressure
from the defender.
In the end there will be 2 defenders, 1 ball and the ret of the team
keeping only one ball from the 2 defenders. Game is over once the 2
defenders have got all the balls out of bounds or you may only want

Multi ball Keep away with 2 defenders



them to work for a certain time so may 2 minutes and see what pair of
defenders can get the most balls out of bounds.
Great for fitness as well as passing, moving, communication and awareness.
 
Coaching points -
Dribble the ball away from pressure / the defender - keeping the ball close to protect it.
If you ball is out of the game - work hard to help team mates keep theirs in the game
Help the player under pressure from the defenders, no point in helping someone who is not under pressure.
Keep the ball as far away from the defender as possible

Set Up:
3 teams of even numbers
2 teams in the middle of the area - one in possession and working with
the outside players - one team defending, trying to win the ball.
Team on outside - neutral/can be passed to by either team - they can
move anywhere along their lines
 
2 teams work together to keep the ball against the one defending
team. If the defending team wins the ball, they swap roles with the
other team in the middle who they won possession from.
- 5 passes = a goal
 
Switch outside players every 4 minutes
 
Aim:
Quick touches and combinations
 
Coaching Points:
Movement on and off the ball
Communication - help team mates
Utilize the extra players on your 'team' (outside players / 2 teams together)

3 team possession

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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